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Introduction:
Our goal is to measure the field of a 5 Tesla electromagnet enclosed in a cylindrical can 

of a radius approximately 46cm from the coil center as seen in figure 1 below. The purpose is to map 
the measured field and compare the results to the calculated field for this system provided by the 
TOSCA model. We look for any variations between the two data sets to determine the behavior of the 
target field to be used in experiment  E08-027.

Procedure:
The raw data was obtained by measuring the field with a single-axis hall probe at 67 points 

along a grid laser aligned to the surface of the can as in figure 1. An aluminum block was used to keep 
the hall probe perpendicular to the surface of the can at all points. The block formed a 'V' with the 
surface of the can and had a hole drilled through the center to keep the probe at a constant orientation. 
The upper left corner of the block was aligned to each of the 67 points on the grid paper and a constant 
offset in X and Y were added due to the constant offset given by the block. Because it became apparent 
that the probe had a preferred direction in some unknown angle we were required to add that angle to 
the fitting parameters later on.

We started by placing the corner of the block at point 'A' in the lower left corner of the grid, 
then moved the block in 5cm increments across the surface of the can measuring the field at each point. 
We then moved the probe 6cm in the positive Y direction and repeated till we covered the full surface 
of the grid. 

Figure 1: Grid with one centimeter spacings, blue points were  
measured by the survey group.



A second method for mapping the field was also used in which we placed a 3-axis hall probe on 
a translation table that could move in both the X and Z direction of the field coordinate system. Using 
this method we got data for a much larger range of Z values. This data was then analyzed in a similar 
fashion to the analysis on the can surface described in the following sections.

Calibration:
The survey group measured the coordinates for 12 points (2 on each grid paper) with 

respect to the coil origin while we measured the remaining points with respect to the bottom left survey 
point. We were then able to transform the coordinates of each data point into the field coordinate 
system using the radius of each survey point provided by the survey group, and the arc length and y-
axis displacement from the grid paper, where a 1cm increment across the grid in the X direction 
equated to a 1cm arc length at a radius provided by the survey group in the field coordinate system. To 
each coordinate we added 1.4cm in the Y direction and 1.95cm in the X direction to account for the 
offset of the block, the exact dimensions of the block can be found in the appendix. Using the rest of 
the survey groups measurements we were able to adjust for any misalignment in each grid paper in the 
X-Y plane.

We first plotted the raw data from the can surface directly against the TOSCA model data and 
obtained the result shown in figure 2. It was apparent from the plot of the variance that the probe had a 
preferred orientation that needed to be taken into account. We added a Minuit fitting routine into the 
analysis script to fit the theta and phi angle of the probe along with several other parameters that offset 
our measurement.

Data Analysis:
Six parameters were used in the fitting routine; the X, Y, and Z offset of the coil origin, the theta 

and phi angle of the hall probes preferred direction, and the current ratio. The current ratio was 
determined by using the five data points along the can window very close to coil axis. Here any angle 
from the hall probe could be ignored and the current ratio was determined as the ratio of the measured 
field value over Bz from the tosca model. We averaged the current ratio of the three points closest to 
beam axis on the window to obtain a current ratio of 0.982 as in figure 3. We then restricted this fitting 
parameter to 0.982 +/- 1% on the rest of the can.

Figure 2: Variance between our measured data and the calculated field with  
no fitting parameters.



Restricting the current ratio to 0.982 and fitting the other five parameters we obtained the fitting
 results shown in figure 4. 

We are then able to plot the measured B-Field against the field provided by the tosca model versus phi 
angle around the can and determine the variance between the two data sets. The field values versus phi 
can be seen in figure 5, while the variance between B-measured and B-Calculated can be seen in figure 
6. 

Figure 3: Determination of the current ratio on the can window.

Figure 4: Fitting results with a fixed current ratio of 0.982 +/- 1%. Position offsets are in millimeters, angles are in  
radians.

Figure 5: BMeas(T):Phi(radians) in red, BCalc(T):phi(radians) in black. Phi=0 is along  
beam axis.



Due to the method we used for measuring the field the fitting for the origin offset will become 
more pronounced at large phi angles and Y values in the cylindrical coordinate system of the can. To 
get a more accurate reading for the origin offset we plotted Y against X for our current fit and 
performed a cut for large phi and large Y values, as seen in figure 7. The final fitting parameters after 
this cut can be seen in figure 8.

Figure 6: Variance in Bmeasured(percent):phi(radians). 

Figure 7: Y:X on the surface of the can, red boxes are where cuts were  
performed for the final fit.

Figure 8: Fit parameters after cut



It is important to note that the TOSCA model we compared our final result to was not the initial 
model we tried to use. In our initial analysis we used the TOSCA map from SANE which resulted in a 
large (1.13) current ratio, meaning a 13% deviation in the current provided to the electromagnet. The 
second TOSCA map we used gave a more realistic result for the current ratio (0.983) and a fitted offset 
of the coil origin by 7.4mm in the negative Y direction, 3.9mm in the positive X direction and a 
negligible offset in Z. The difference between the two TOSCA models can be seen in figure 9.

Conclusion:
Our measured data agrees with the new TOSCA model to within 2% for phi angles between -0.8 

and 0.8 radians across the can surface. At a radius of 46cm and -0.8 radians this equates to a maximum 
field offset of 110 gauss which decreases rapidly at small phi angles. The new TOSCA map is a 
reasonable model to use for g2p analysis.

Figure 9: Total B field as a function of Z(cm) for the old(SANE)  
model at 5.1T and new TOSCA model at 5.0T.



Appendix

Raw data* 
X(cm) Y(cm) B(gauss) 
1 29 5046 
6 29 5640 
11 29 5770.5 
53 29 5704 
58 29 5589.5 
63 29 5395 
1 23 5117.5 
6 23 5367.5 
11 23 5512 
53 23 5481 
58 23 5357 
63 23 5148.5 
1 17 4420 
6 17 4686.5 
11 17 4859 
16 17 4947 
21 17 5012.5 
26 17 5030.5 
31 17 5044 
36 17 5037 
41 17 5013.5 
48 17 4771.5 
53 17 4861 
58 17 4719 
63 17 4495 
1 13 3813 
6 13 4074.5 
11 13 4259.5 
16 13 4369.5 
21 13 4443 
1 11 3719 
6 11 3753 
11 11 3939.5 
16 11 4053 
21 11 4139 
26 11 4172.5 
31 11 4182 
36 11 4177.5 
41 11 4147 
48 11 4066 
53 11 3960 
58 11 3807.5 
63 11 3581.5 
1 5 2562.5 
6 5 2780.5 



11 5 2958.5 
16 5 3067.5 
21 5 3149 
26 5 3188 
31 5 3203.5 
36 5 3199 
41 5 3171 
48 5 3091.5 
53 5 2983 
58 5 2834 
63 5 2646.75 
1 35 5174.5 
6 35 5411.5 
11 35 5550.5 
53 35 5473.5 
58 35 5357 
63 35 5155 
6 41 4749.5 
11 41 4901 
16 41 4965.5 
53 41 4828.5 
58 41 4692.5 

*X is equivalent to arc-length on can surface with respect to survey point 'A', Y is vertical displacement 
from survey point A.

Calibrated Data
X(cm) Y(cm) Z(cm)
-27.8658        -0.695085        36.7052 
-23.7201        -0.672306        39.4994 
16.4985        -0.72242        43.3138 
21.032        -0.677308        41.3607 
25.3279        -0.632195        38.9402 
-31.6836        -6.71786        33.4791 
-27.8658        -6.69509        36.7052 
-23.7201        -6.67231        39.4994 
16.4985        -6.72242        43.3138 
21.032        -6.67731        41.3607 
25.3279        -6.6322        38.9402 
-31.6747        -12.7155        33.4701 
-27.8677        -12.6807        36.7071 
-23.733        -12.6459        39.5126 
-19.3195        -12.6112        41.8538 
-14.6791        -12.5764        43.7035 
-9.88464        -12.6972        45.0605 
-4.98719        -12.6552        45.9068 
-0.0319971        -12.6132        46.2218 
4.9236        -12.5713        46.0041 



11.4049        -12.7332        44.9055 
17.8244        -12.6793        42.8064 
23.8757        -12.6254        39.7941 
29.4294        -12.5716        35.9312 
-31.6747        -16.7155        33.4701 
-27.8677        -16.6807        36.7071 
-23.733        -16.6459        39.5126 
-19.3195        -16.6112        41.8538 
-14.6791        -16.5764        43.7035 
-31.6747        -18.7155        33.4701 
-27.8677        -18.6807        36.7071 
-23.733        -18.6459        39.5126 
-19.3195        -18.6112        41.8538 
-14.6791        -18.5764        43.7035 
-9.88464        -18.6972        45.0605 
-4.98719        -18.6552        45.9068 
-0.0319971        -18.6132        46.2218 
4.9236        -18.5713        46.0041 
11.4049        -18.7332        44.9055 
17.8244        -18.6793        42.8064 
23.8757        -18.6254        39.7941 
29.4294        -18.5716        35.9312 
-31.6747        -24.7155        33.4701 
-27.8677        -24.6807        36.7071 
-23.733        -24.6459        39.5126 
-19.3195        -24.6112        41.8538 
-14.6791        -24.5764        43.7035 
-9.88464        -24.6972        45.0605 
-4.98719        -24.6552        45.9068 
-0.0319971        -24.6132        46.2218 
4.9236        -24.5713        46.0041 
11.4049        -24.7332        44.9055 
17.8244        -24.6793        42.8064 
23.8757        -24.6254        39.7941 
29.4294        -24.5716        35.9312 
-31.6836        5.28214        33.4791 
-27.8658        5.30491        36.7052 
-23.7201        5.32769        39.4994 
16.4985        5.27758        43.3138 
21.032        5.32269        41.3607 
25.3279        5.3678        38.9402 
-27.8658        11.3049        36.7052 
-23.7201        11.3277        39.4994 
-19.2951        11.3505        41.8285 
16.4985        11.2776        43.3138 
21.032        11.3227        41.3607 
21.032        11.3227        41.3607 
Survey Data:
!Measured Object Coordinates 



!=========================== 
Description                           Z(mm)        X(mm)         Y(mm)
M_TBE_CK1                           412.97330    -251.36610     916.17230 
M_POINT_H                           330.95360     326.61490    -277.74690 
M_POINT_G                           438.88870     148.67690    -279.66440 
M_POINT_C                           448.05120    -108.70300    -281.82580 
M_POINT_A                           341.10840    -309.82110    -283.22420 
M_POINT_B                           490.97980    -104.21220     -11.83510 
M_POINT_F                           491.22510     106.03940     -10.56000 
M_POINT_J                           332.41820     325.50290      82.03670 
M_POINT_I                           425.71890     183.28040      80.75350 
M_POINT_E                           441.88030     137.35030      78.89490 
M_POINT_D                           446.96250    -109.83090      77.88680 
M_POINT_L                           428.90610    -167.96820      77.48250 
M_POINT_K                           340.11050    -311.14910      76.83020 
M_TBE_CK2                           412.91890    -251.46250     916.29580

Aluminum Block Dimensions:


